BUDAPEST
Bars
*Szimpla Kert (Kazinczy u. 14)
360 (Andrássy út 39)
Kuplung (Király u. 46)
Corvin Club & Roof Terrace (Blaha Lujza tér 1-2)
Four Seasons Hotel Gresham Palace Budapest (Széchenyi István tér 5-6) (fancy)
Restaurants:
Vintage Garden (Dob u. 21)
Trófea Grill Étterem (Király u. 32)
Zona (Lánchíd u. 7)
Onyx (Vörösmarty tér 7)
*ARAZ (Dohány u. 42)
*Kiosk Budapest (Március 15. tér 4)
Star Kebab Török Étterem (Teréz krt. 62)
Cafes:
Spinoza (Dob u. 15)
First Strudel House of Pest Restaurant (Október 6. u. 22)
Gelarto Rosa - Ice Cream shop (Szent István tér 3)

Local Recommendations
Breakfast/Brunch
1. Cafe Alibi (near Kalvin ter, M3): Awesome for breakfast, helpful staff, and you can pay by
card. Their scrambled eggs and croque madams are fan-fucking-tastic. Fresh OJ is great.
2. Most (Opera, M1). Set menu for brunch with 3 courses and lots of choices. Cute atmosphere.
3. Cafe Spinoza. (Dob utca, Deak ter). Bagels!!!!! Also, they have great dinners but you need a
reservation for sure.
4. Fruccola ( between Deak and Vorosmarty ter; only open on Saturday!!). You can have them
make a custom salad for you and they are delicious, fresh juices, and just other awesome
stuff. Go!!
Lunch:
1. Arriba! (Oktagon (M1) and Szell Kalman ter (M2--Buda). Like a chipotle, you can get a
customized burrito, taco, quesadilla and it's amazing. Friendly staff. Get a frozen margarita (and
happy hour is from 4-6) they are awesome.
2. Puli (Blaha Lujza ter, M2). Set menus or ala cart, lots of options with some Hungarian things
or more common like salads and sandwiches.
3. W35 (Wesselenyi ut., Tram 4-6). Best. Burrito. Ever. Also. Awesome. Burgers. Just go, it will be
crowded but it is a million percent worth it. So tasty and just like falling apart pulled pork or beef
burritos.
4. Bors (Kazinczy utca, between Astoria M2 and Blaha M2). Homemade and gourmet soups and
sandwiches. Go early, around 11 or else it's crowded. Not open Sundays. Amazing and they
people working there are super friendly.
5. Araz (Zara hotel, Dohany utca near Blaha Lujza ter). 3 course menu with lemonade for like
$10, very fancy food and a nice terrace/garden. You can check the menu online here since it
changes.
6. Kertem (in the City Park (Varosliget); look for the George Washington Statue or follow the
trolley bus cables). Awesome and casual open air garden bar (kert). They have an amazing grill
with these Balkan burgers that are HUGE and delicious. They look very thin, but I promise they
are super flavorful. I would plan to go after the baths, since you will be hungry and it's great to
have some drinks and just relax and eat.
Dinner:

1. Parazs Presszo (near Opera/Oktagon, M1). Really really good thai food. I swear. You make
reservations if you want to go after 6pm. Spicy carrot salad is spicy and awesome. I always get
that and the pad thai, but their whole menu is good.
2. Trofea (on Kiraly utca near Kazinczy utca). Make reservations (you can even do it online) and
just pig out. It's an all you can eay buffet and grill, with unlimited food, beer, wine, juice,
champagne for like $20/person. Sitting time is 2 hours I think....so just go and enjoy. Amazing
grill and cheese plate, highly recommended. One of my favorite places with really classy decor,
too.
3. 400 (Kazinczy utca near Kiraly). Modern food with a Croatian/Balkans twist. Very nice outdoor
seating area and good bar to go to at night, too.
4. Strudel House (near Szent Istvan Bazilika). Very folksy decor but awesome homemade strudel
for dessert. Lots of traditional Hungarian dishes and wine. I had the venison last time I was there
and it was to die for. Definitely a meat and potatoes type place. Might want to make
reservations.
5. Paprika (near Hosok ter and Varosliget park). Traditional Hungarian food and goulash soup
served in cast iron pot. Almost always crowded, nice outdoor seating, make reservations.
6. Koleves (garden and indoors, Kazinczy utca and Dob utca). Great food but small menu,
seasonally made with local/fresh ingredients. You need reservations unless you want to eat
super early or super late. Also some Jewish food, but mostly meats and some vegetarian dishes
too. Lots of veggies. I always go here with friends for special occastions/gatherings, but it's
definitely not expensive. Like $25/person w/ wine.
Bars:
1. Szimpla Kert (Kazinczy utca and Wesselenyi). Most famous bar in Budapest, known as a "ruin
pub" because it's an old building and there is a lot of eclectic art/garbage on the walls. The
bathrooms are kinda gross, look for the one on the ground floor with the woman with the big
boobs. Trust me. Mostly foreigners but this bar is definitely worth going and having some drinks
there. Be sure to walk around through all of the rooms. Open til 4am.
2. Corvintető (Blaha Lujza ter, on top of the SPAR supermarket). Rooftop bar with cheap drinks
and an excellent view. You have to walk up the stairs and it's a little sketch-looking, but it's totally
fine once you are upstairs. They have music/DJs later into the night (after 11pm) and sometimes
those need a cover, but to drink on the rooftop you shouldn't have to pay anything. There is a
room w/ lasers that reminds me of Space Mountain. Pretty cool. Open all night.
3. AnKERT (near Opera M1 on Paulay Edy utca). Another great ruin pub with courtyard for
drinking. They also have a grill, but I've never eaten there. Nice in the late afternoons/early
evenings. Music and dancing at night. Open til 2am.

4. Kazinczy Bars (along Kazinczy street from Kiraly to Dob). In order, they are 400, Ellato, Koleves
kert, Mika, Meter, el Rapido. All good places, pick a night and walk down the street, having a few
drinks at each or see where it isn't so crowded. Outdoor seating with inside places too. Open til
3am.
5. Goszdu Udvar (long area/courtyard between Dob and Kiraly utcas). There are a TON of bars
and restaurants in this little alcove. It looks touristy but it's really not. The most popular bars are
Kolor, Spiler, and DiVino (which is an excellent wine bar). It can be a little pricier, but I think you
will find that nothing in Budapest is outrageous, just a matter of finding a "better" place. Open
til 3am.
Clubs/Dancing:
Budapest has a lot of hybrid bars and dancing places, so here I'm trying to put more party places
than chill places, but they are definitely a mixture.
Otkert (near the Danube/Chain Bridge/Basilica). Really cool place (actually good food too) that
becomes a nice dancing place at night in the courtyard. After 1opm, you can check their website
or FB page to see the type of music. It's crowded on weekend nights, sometimes a line so get
there close to 10 or sooner if you want to be there. Cover usually isn't more than $5. Open 4am.
Doboz (near corner of Dohany and Klauzal utcas, across from Puli restaurant). Cool place with
inner courtyard and then two different dancefloors. Can get crowded, usually only a cover for
men. Sometimes late at night there is a line. Good music, top 40/ rnb type stuff, after midnight
it gets super techno-y. Open til 5am.
Instant (near Opera, on Magymezo utca). No cover, but can be crowded. Several dance floor
and also little rooms and the central courtyard to just chill in. I like the dancefloor that is in the
front (streetside, upstairs) part. 2 dancefloors upstairs and 1 or 2 in the basement, depending on
the night. Go drunk or plan to get drunk. Open till 6am.
Minyon (Kiraly near Deak). Fun club, you should "dress up" more so than any of the others. There
is a cover, I think it's $5. Music is hit or miss, but when it's "hit" it's super fun. Open til 3am.
Hellobaby (Oktagon M1). New and extremely popular club with several dance floors and
bars. Worth going just to see the building, like something our of a movie. Cover depends on the
night, also might want to dress up a little more. Don't bother going before 11pm, you will
probably wait in line regardless of the time. Open til 5am.
Fogas Haz (Akacfa utca between Wesslenyi and Kiraly). Outdoor courtyard with some dancing
inside. Variety of people, definitely don't have to dress up or anything. Could be called a "bar"
too.

MUST HAVES
Zoltan Gunzer’s 2009 kadarka (980 forints per glass), an elegant, dry red whose rich blackcurrant
and blackberry notes compare with those of a great zinfandel
goulash soup and paprika chicken
--froccs (wine and soda water)
--rose froccs (rose wine and soda water)
--palinka (hungarian brandy, try peach (baracz) or sour cheery (meggy))
--langos (savory fried dough with sour cream, cheese, and garlic on top)
--Soproni or Dreher (hungarian beer) borsoni
--Egri Bikaver (hungarian red wine, translated to "bull's blood")
--csirke paprikas (chicken paprika, traditional hungarian dish)
--Gulyasleves (goulash soup, with beef)
--lecso (sort of soup with peppers, paprika, bacon, and potatoes...super good)
--struedal (I like apple walnut or cabbage)
--Israi Oliver wine (white, kind of like a chardonnay but different, more floral)
Trdelnik (chimneys)
24 hours pharmacy between Oktagon and Nyugati on the Korut (ring road) along the 4-6 tram
line
Taxis: don't take one off the street. Call them, the dispatchers speak English. Anywhere in the
city you would ever need to go is less than $7. I use Taxi 2000, the number is +36 2 000 000.
Uber is the best, and super cheap.

HUNGARY'S HISTORY IN A NUTSHELL
This country has more than a thousand years of history, full of great events, battles, kings, allies, intrigue
and enemies and sometimes peaceful years. Here you can get a quick overview of the main events that
have led the country and its people to be as they are today.
Hungarians were nomadic people and are believed to have moved to the Carpathian basin from the East,
somewhere around the Ural Mountains. Under the leadership of Árpád, the Hungarians took over the
land around 895.
In 1000, King Stephen I (St. Stephen) founded the state of Hungary, and accepted the Catholic religion as
standard. Stephen was crowned with the Holy Crown of Hungary and blessed by the Pope. The crown is
now displayed in the Parliament building.
In 1241-1242 the invasion of the Mongols caused serious destruction in the country, and half of the
population were killed or deported as slaves (1 million people). After the invasion King Béla ordered the
construction of a system of strong stone castles to defend the country from further attacks. The second
Mongolian strike was stopped at Pest by the royal army thanks to these castles.
Árpád Feszty: Arrival of the Hungarians (oil painting)
After a Turkish conquering army defeated the Hungarian royal army at Mohács in 1526, the country split
into three parts around 1541; the Hungarian Kingdom, the Habsburg dominion and the Turkish dominion.
It took 150 years before the Hungarians could stand up to this situation, reunite and drive out the Turks.
After the Turkish domination, the country became part of the Habsburg dominion, but under the
leadership of Ferenc Rákóczi II. Hungarians partly took back their independence, and signed the treaty of
peace at Szatmár in 1711.
In the 19th century very important reforms were made. Hungarian became the official language of the
country, and the language was renewed and elected to a literary level.
In 1848 there were independence revolutions in Europe, as well as in Hungary. The Magyars tried to
remove the boundaries of the Habsburg dominion. After the suppression of the revolution, the silent
resistance made the nation stronger than ever before. In 1867, a Hungarian delegation, led by Ferenc
Deák finally came to an agreement with the Habsburgs and so the dualistic system of the AustrianHungarian Monarchy was born and peace descended across the land.
Statue of King St. Stephen in Kalocsa
In World War I Hungary was ally to Germany and Austria and had to send hundreds of thousands of troops
to die for foreign interests. In 1918 the Monarchy broke up, the first government was established and the
country became the Republic of Hungary. After losing the war, the allied Atlantic countries overran
Hungary and in accordance with the Treaty of Trianon, split up the country. The Hungary of more than 20
million became a small country of less than 8 million. Hungary was now in the shape we know today.
World War II brought more tribulations to the people of Hungary. Fighting alongside the Germans against
the Soviets, the Hungarian government eventually tried to change sides to the allied Atlantic countries.
Possibly fearing the sudden exposure from the vulnerable flank of the Hungarian plains - perfect tank
country- the Germans then overran Hungary near the end of the war and deposed the government to
their nationalist allies. Hundreds of thousands died during the war or were deported to German
concentration camps.
After the Germans were beaten by the Allies, Soviets took over the country, drove out the Germans, and
stayed for 44 years. In 1956 the people tried to force the leadership to stop this domination, and
dictatorship by the soviets, but the attempt was unsuccessful and was punished unmercifully. However it
did have some effect on the government and some concessions were made. The soviet domination lasted
until 1989, when Hungary finally became an independent democracy.
In 1999 Hungary joined NATO, and in 2004 became a member of the European Union.

WALKING TOUR
The Castle District
Start: Roosevelt tér, Pest side of Chain Bridge or alternatively take bus no. 16 from in front of the Le
Méridien Hotel.
Finish: Tóth Árpád sétány, Castle District.
Time: 3 to 4 hours (excluding museum visits).
Best Times: Tuesday through Sunday.
Worst Time: Monday, when museums are closed.
Castle Hill was not always the focal point of Hungarian rule and authority. The original capital was in
Esztergom, where King Stephen was crowned and where the seat of the Hungarian Catholic Church is
located. It was not until King Béla IV built a fortress on this hill that it become something more than a hill.
During the reigns of Kings Charles Robert and Louis the Great (1342-82), a castle was built. Holy Roman
Emperor Sigismund of Luxembourg, who was also king of Hungary, built a large Gothic palace and strong
fortifications against attack, making this the permanent seat of royal power. It was King Matthias who
transformed the castle and decorated the hill with Italian Renaissance due to the influence of his Italian
queen from Naples. This district has had its share of devastation, the last time being the 1945 Soviet
bombing of Nazi forces. With each reconstruction, the prevailing style shifted from Gothic to baroque to
Renaissance. Castle Hill, a UNESCO World Cultural Heritage site, consists of two parts: the Royal Palace
(no longer a castle), and the associated Castle District, which is now a mostly reconstructed city reflecting
a former time in history. The Royal Palace is home to a number of museums, including the Hungarian
National Gallery and the Budapest Museum. The National Archives, the equivalent to the Hungarian
Library of Congress, is an attached building in the back. The rest of the Castle District is a small tapered
neighborhood with cobblestone streets and twisting alleys; with the exception of buses, most traffic is
prohibited, making the streets pedestrian-friendly enhancing the tranquility and the old-world feel. Prime
examples of every type of Hungarian architecture, from early Gothic to neo-Romanesque, can be seen. A
leisurely walk in the Castle District will be a historical and memorable experience. When you see SZ on a
sign followed by Roman numerals, it is indicating the century of the building. HELYÉN gives the name of
the building that was on this site prior to the current building.
V
iews of Castle Hill can be seen from all points on the riverbank, but we will start from Pest's Roosevelt tér
just past the Gresham Four Seasons Hotel and walk on the:
1. Széchenyi Chain Bridge
Originally funded by Count Széchenyi after weather prevented his getting across the river to be with his
dying father, the bridge was built in 1849. During World War II, the Nazis destroyed all of the bridges in
the city to hold off the Allied forces. The bridge was rebuilt and in 1949 the opening ceremony was held
100 years to the day after its original inauguration.
Walk across the bridge. Arriving in Buda, you're now in:
2. Clark Ádám tér
Ádám Clark was a Scottish engineer commissioned to build the bridge. After doing so, he stayed here with
the Hungarian wife he met and married. This square was named for him.
From Clark Ádám tér, take the:
3. Funicular (sikló)
The funicular, an almost-vertical elevator, will transport you up the 100m (328 ft) long track to the
entryway of the Royal Palace. It was originally put into service in 1870 to provide cheap transport to

workers in the district, and it was run by a steam engine. It was destroyed during World War II and not
rebuilt until 1986. The new funicular was built to be powered by electricity. At the time, it went up and
down much faster than it does now making the trip in 1 to 2 minutes, but the public petitioned for it to
be slowed down, so the view could be enjoyed longer. If you are feeling energetic, you can also walk up
the steep stairs to Castle Hill or take the winding trail.
Whichever method of ascent you choose, when you arrive at the top, turn and look left at the statue of
the:
4. Turul
The oversized bird you see perched on the top of the wall looking out is often mistaken for an eagle, but
it is in fact a turul. The turul is the Hungarian mythical bird that legends say appeared to Emese telling her
she was pregnant with a great leader of the nation, Álmos, the future father of Árpád. It is supposed to
be the largest bird statue in the world with a 15m (49 ft) wingspan. From here you enter:
The main courtyard of the palace. The entrance to the Hungarian National Gallery is located farther down
the path, but first go down the nearby stairs to see the statue of the fisherboys and past them to the:
5. Equestrian Statue of Prince Jeno (Eugene) Savoyai
On September 11, 1697, Prince Eugene and his 50,000 men caught the Turks while they were crossing the
river Tiza and annihilated the Ottoman army. You might want to visit the National Gallery now or return
after the walking tour.
The first museum is the:
6. Hungarian National Gallery
This museum houses much of the greatest art ever produced by Hungarians. Be warned, it seems to go
on forever and not much is in English, though it is worth a look. If you are an art lover, you will be in
heaven. The most important era in Hungarian art was the 19th century and the artists of that period are
Mihály Munkácsy, László Paál, Károly Ferenczy, Pál Szinyei Merse, Gyula Benczúr, and Károly Lotz. József
Rippl-Rónai was a great Art Nouveau painter of the turn-of-the-20th-century period. You will also find
pieces from medieval times, and the 18th, 19th, and 20th centuries as well.
Proceed through the courtyard to the:
7. Matthias's Well or Fountain
This is one of my favorite fountains in the city. Legend has it that King Matthias was on a hunting
expedition when a fair maiden came across him by chance. She, Ilona, not knowing he was the king, fell
in love instantly and him with her. He has the deer he has just killed, his hunting dogs, and his servants
with him. This is probably the most photographed statue in the city.
If you continue around the fountain and into the large courtyard, directly in front of you is the:
8. Budapest History Museum
Boasting four floors, the museum offers exhibits containing pre-historic, ancient, Roman, pre-Hungarian
and modern-day pieces. The highlights here are the Gothic rooms and statues that were uncovered by
surprise when reconstruction and rebuilding of the Royal Palace was taking place. The rooms and all their
contents, dating back as far as the 14th century, were buried for hundreds of years. From the downstairs,
you can venture out on the grounds and you should do so to see some of the ancient architecture that
has been preserved.
Next as we turn to leave the courtyard again, on our left we have the:
9. Széchenyi National Library
The library was started through the initiative of Ferenc Széchenyi, the father of István, who had the Chain
Bridge named for him. It was founded in 1802. It now houses the world's greatest collection of

"Hungarica," with some four million holdings. Any print matter that receives an ISBN number in Hungary
has to have four copies sent here. It is the Hungarian Library of Congress.
Now proceed up the path, where you'll find the:
10. Csikós (Cowboy) Statue
The horse wrangler is taming a wild horse. This statue originally stood in front of the Riding School in the
former Újvilág terrace. It was moved here after being repaired in 1983.
As you continue walking past the funicular, you will find the:
11. National Dance Theater
First built as a cloister and church by an order of Carmelites in 1736, this building was turned into a theater
when the order disbanded in 1787. It was turned into a theater and today continues as the National Dance
Theater.
Right next to the theater you will see:
12. Office of the President of the Republic of Hungary
The classicist palace next to the theater was ordered by Count Vincent Móric engaging the services of
architects János Ámon and Mihály Pollack. It was the head office of the prime minister from 1887 to 1945.
Now it is the Office of the President of the Republic of Hungary. Across from this in the grassy field, you
can see the remains of a medieval church.
Before you leave here, a tour guide shared with me that behind the president's house is the most
spectacular view from the entire hill. Let me know what you think. Continue walking away from the palace
area, you will pass an open-air tourist area behind the wall, with crafts and folk goods for sale, but I don't
recommend that you buy here. Instead:
Take a Break -- The Rétesvar at Balta köz 4 has the best strudels I have eaten in Budapest. You can have
a coffee or tea with a sumptuous pastry. They also have savory snacks. Sit on the bench in the köz and
enjoy the rest. Difficult to find, look for the woman fountain statue and the köz is right behind her back.
Now that you are rested, we come to the:
13. Golden Eagle Pharmacy Museum (Arany Sas Patikamúzeum)
I love this museum. The Renaissance and baroque pharmacy relics displayed are really interesting, but
what I like most is the display in the back room that shows how medications and remedies were created
before the onslaught of modern-day medicines and drugs took over.
Just ahead on Tárnok utca is:
14. Holy Trinity Square (Szentháromság tér)
This central square of the Castle District is the highest point on the hill and where you'll find the Holy
Trinity Column, or Plague Column. At 14m (46 ft) high, it was under construction from 1710 to 1713. It
was hoped that it would fend off another plague.
Sitting near it is the:
15 Matthias Church (Mátyás templom)
Officially called the Church of Our Lady, this symbol of the Castle District is universally known as Matthias
Church because the Renaissance monarch, Matthias Corvinus, one of Hungary's most revered kings, was
the major donor of the church and was married twice inside it. There's an ecclesiastical art collection on
the second floor. Most people never notice the stairs and miss out. King Béla and his queen are buried
here and you can see their tombs through the wrought-iron gates on the left side of the church. The
church has frequent concerts. At different times, large parts of it are under scaffolding ruining the beauty
of it. This is predicted to continue until 2012, but do go inside. It is worth it.
As we leave the church, to our left is the:

16. Fisherman's Bastion
This terraced area built in neo-Gothic and neo-Romanesque styles was built between 1895 and 1902. It
has now been dominated by a restaurant where, during warm months, they force tourists to pay for the
pleasant view by ordering a drink or food. However, if you go to the extreme left, you can go out on a
parapet without having to make a purchase. The upper level costs 450 Ft for a higher view, but if you are
around after 9pm, you can get up for free when the turnstile is turned down.
Walk around the church once again to come to the:
17. Hilton Hotel
The Castle District's only major name hotel, the Hilton, through the work of architect Béla Pintér,
incorporated one wall of the old Jesuit cloister, built in late rococo and decorated in plaits along with the
Gothic remains of a Dominican church dating back to the 13th century, into the modern hotel. The
baroque facade of the 17th-century Jesuit college makes up the hotel's main entrance. The hotel has
frequent art gallery shows in areas that demonstrate the melding of the old and the new. Admission is
free. Summer concerts are held in the Dominican Courtyard.
Now we head a few feet away for a:
Lunch Break -- If you would like some down-home Hungarian cooking, stop at the Fortuna passage, just
across the street from the Hilton and a few doors down. Look for the A-frame sign that has ÖNKISZOLGÁLÓ
VENDÉGLO. There is also a sign for garden shops. Turn into the passage, but pass the first door on the left,
which goes to a more expensive restaurant, looking for the next door with a wooden sign that
says ÖNKISZOLGÁLÓ VENDÉGLO. Open the door and go upstairs. You are in the main dining area, so walk
to the back to get your cafeteria-style meal. It is only open weekdays from 11:30am to 2:30pm. The food
is satisfying and inexpensive.
Because the entire length of each of the Castle District's north-south streets is worth seeing, the tour will
now take you back and forth between the immediate area of Szentháromság tér and the northern end of
the district. First, head down Táncsics Mihály utca, to Táncsics Mihály u. 7, to the:
18. Institute of Musicology
Built by Count György Erdody in 1730, the building has the count's coat of arms over the ornamented door
and the balcony. The building is now used by the Hungarian Academy of Sciences Department of
Musicology; the museum portion was closed indefinitely as of 2007. If the museum is still closed when
you visit, you can at least see the outside and the inner court. If it happens to have reopened, then you
are in luck. The musical archives of the famous Hungarian composer Béla Bartók are on display. This
courtyard has a plaque stating that Táncsics Mihály u. 9, was once used as a prison. Two of the famous
prisoners were Mihály Táncsics, the 19th-century champion of free press after whom the street is named,
and Lajos Kossuth, the leader of the 1848-9 anti-Habsburg revolution. Buda's medieval Jewish community
was centered on Táncsics utca. During excavation and reconstruction work in the 1960s, the remains of
several synagogues were uncovered.
Continue walking down the street to Táncsics Mihály u. 26, where you'll find the:
19. Medieval Jewish Prayer House
This building dates from the 14th century. In the 15th and 16th centuries, the Jews of Buda thrived under
Turkish rule. This building belonged to the Jewish Prefect. The synagogue was built in his home in the 16th
century. The 1686 Christian reconquest of Buda was soon followed by a massacre of Jews. Many survivors
fled Buda; this tiny Sephardic synagogue was turned into an apartment.
After exiting the synagogue, retrace your steps about 9m (30 ft) back on Táncsics Mihály utca, turn left
onto Babits Mihály köz, and then turn left onto Babits Mihály sétány. This path will take you onto the top
of the:

20. Bécsi kapu (Vienna Gate)
This is one of the main entrances to the Castle District. If you have come from or are going to Moszkva tér
by bus, you will use this gateway. The enormous neo-Romanesque building towering above Bécsi kapu tér
houses the National Archives. Bécsi kapu tér is also home to an attractive row of houses (nos. 5-8).
From here, it is a 1-minute walk to:
21. Kapisztrán Square
Named for a companion of the Turkish conqueror János Hunyadi, Kapisztrán Square is where you will see
the ruins of a Gothic church, which was erected in 1276 honoring Magdalen. During the Turkish invasion
it was alternately used by Catholics and Protestants, only to become a Turkish djami. The church was
destroyed during World War II, leaving only the base walls, the tower, and one window of the sanctuary
left to memorialize it.
You don't have to venture far. On the northwest corner of the square is the:
22. Museum of Military History
On the northwest side of the square, you can't miss noticing the Museum of Military History (Hadtörténeti
múzeum). Besides a large collection of flags, military uniforms, and other military memorabilia, it has a
collection of items from Hungary's involvement in various wars. Admission is free.
Now take Úri utca back in the direction of the Royal Palace. In a corner of the courtyard of Úri u. 49, a vast
former cloister, stands the small:
23. Telephone Museum
Sometimes the entrance to the courtyard changes from one side to the other, meaning it will be on the
street parallel to Úri u. Press the bell for the attendant to open the door. The museum's prime attractions
are the collection of old phones, the actual telephone exchange (7A1-type rotary system) that was in use
in the city from 1928 to 1985, and the phone line cable system. I find it fascinating. Did you know a
Hungarian invented the phone exchange system?
Walk back down Úri utca toward the tower and make the first left turn to bring you to the:
24. Tóth Arpád sétany
This promenade runs the length of the western rampart of the Castle District. This is a shady road with
numerous benches. If you walk to the right, you will run into the Museum of Military History again, but it
is worth the view over the wall to see the panorama of Buda's Rózsadomb (Rose Hill) district, Géllert Hill,
and the small neighborhood of Krisztinaváros (Christine Town) situated just west of Castle Hill.
Krisztinaváros is named after Princess Christine, the daughter of Maria Theresa, who interceded for
buildings to be erected in this area. Walking away from the museum along the wall, you'll find your way
to Korona Cukrászda, a pastry shop.
The walking tour ends here, where you can take the no. 16 bus down to Deák tér or if you go around the
corner, the no. 16A bus will take you down to Moszkva tér.

